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Assigned Readings and Learning Actions

1. Assignment 1 is due on January 26th, 2016.

1 Introduction to the R Programming Language

The R programming language will be our main tool for applying various data

mining and data manipulation methods presented throughout this course.

It is important that we have a firm grasp on the language itself before

moving forward. Unlike other traditional programming languages, R is a

programming language developed by and designed for statisticians and data

scientists. For this lecture and the next lecture, we will focus on learning

the basics of the R language. At the end of the next lecture, we will use our

R knowledge to train a KNN classifiers.

Remember this

R is a computer programming language for making procedural pro-
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grams. It is a data science tool for processing data. Remember R is only

a tool; similar to how a microscope is a only tool to a biologist. We will

use R for processing data and inferring patterns from data and making

predictions.

Are there other programming languages?

Absolutely! – There are hundreds of other languages for writing computer

software. R is an ideal programming language for us because it was entirely

created for data science. Unlike most languages, R was designed from the

ground-up by staticians do specifically to their data analysis.

Why we programming again?

We need a way to process and modify data. Data is found in raw unstruc-

tured forms and we need a way to operate on it efficiently. Programming

serves as a tool for operating on data. Since many of you may work at

a research lab or in a software development setting in the future, we will

teach you the skills necessary to perform common data processing tasks. In

your careers, you will likely encounter a data set and be asked to perform a

number of tasks, such as:

• Cleaning and Transforming: In many cases, you will obtain a

data set that is unstructured and not presentable. A number of pre-
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processing and filtering steps are needed before actually operating on

data.

• Visualization: Creating a number of quality graphs, figures, or plots

is a task that you will do frequently.

• Simple Queries: Computing averages, and performing quick counts

of data.

• Data mining: Data mining methods are used to automatically ex-

tract patterns from data sets. R has a number of tools available to

simplify the data mining process.

R is our tool to perform data science and statistical analysis. We will

use it extensively throughout this course.

2 What is DataJoy?

DataJoy is a web-based R programming environment that simplifies the

process for doing data analysis. We can run our R programs online from a

web-browser. It is a completely web-based environment meaning that you

do not need to install anything on your computer. Sign up for a free account

by registering at http://www.GetDataJoy.com/.

DataJoy allows you to write R programs interactively, share and re-

produce code easily on an online environment. This saves you hassle from
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downloading and installing a software written in the 90s on your computer

or being forced to use the ones in the Killam Library.

Figure 1: On the left side-bar, you can see all files related to the current
project. On the middle, you can see the current program in a text editor;
you will be able to modify the program from the text editor. On the right
you will see the output of your program.

DataJoy will be our main environment for working on assignments and

practice R code. If you continue to work as a statistician or a data scientist

in your careers you will be acquainted with other environments like RStudio.

We will use DataJoy for sharing code examples and practice problems with

you.

Creating a New R Program

If we want to create an blank R program with nothing in it. Follow the

three steps listed below:
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1. Click on the following link:

I Blank Project on DataJoy

. This is a pre-made empty R program.

2. Click on the “Run Example in DataJoy” button on the example page

3. Register a new account on DataJoy if you don’t have an account al-

ready. Skip this step if you have an account (it will automatically skip

if you’re logged in).

4. Click on the large blue “Run Script“ button.

5. You will see “Hello World!” on the output panel on the right.

That is all we needed to prepare a blank R program. The left-side

bar gives us information on the files in the current project. In this simple

project, we only have a single “main.r” file right now. In the future, we will

also have various files pertaining to our data set.

Remember this

All programs in R have the “.r” file extension. You can mail these

R files to your colleagues and they will be able to run them on their

computers.
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3 Essential Commands with R

In this lecture, we will focus on building simple R programs and familiarizing

ourselves with the basic syntax of the R language. These simple programs

will help you acquaint yourselves with the programming environment at

hand.

The Print Command: Outputting Text to the User

The print command allows you to print text to output. As shown in our

simple blank project, there is a print command that prints out a line of text

to the user.

We can have multiple print commands in a single file as shown below:

1 print("This is my R Program called Petting Zoo Analysis")

2 print("This is version 5.4")

Copy and paste the above R program into an empty DataJoy project

then click on Run Script. This R program will subsequently print out the

following text on the output panel:

This is my R Program called Petting Zoo Analysis

This is version 5.4
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You can present useful information about your program with this com-

mand like the version number or instructions.

I Run DataJoy Example for Printing Multiple Lines of Text

Notice how each line of the program is following in the logical numerical

order. That is, each line is evaluated one after the other.

Remember this

All computer programs are processed sequentially. The first line is

run, then the second line, then the third line, and so on.

3.1.1 Why do we need the quotation marks? An introduction to

String and Numerical data types

Notice how we are not printing the quotation marks when we call print.

Only everything enclosed gets sent to the output. Everything enclosed by

quotations is known as a string data type.

Using quotations around text tells R that it is string. For the num-

ber data type, you do not need to include quotation marks. Consider the

following R program below.

1 print("7 + 5")

2 print(7 + 5)
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The first print command will be interpreted as printing text. While the

second print command will be interpreted as printing numbers, so the actual

math expression will be evaluated. The output below will be generated.

7 + 5

12

There are two main data types in computer programming: string data

types and numerical data types.

Remember this

Text in programming are known as strings. In all programming lan-

guages, all string values must be surrounded by quotation marks.

As you may have guessed, we can also perform other numerical oper-

ations such as multiplication, division, and subtraction. You can use R as

a calculator this way to evaluate any arbitrary arithmetic expression. All

arithmetic expressions follow the order of operations.

I Run DataJoy Example for Printing Results of Math Expressions
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Concatenating Strings and Numbers Together with the Paste

Function

In programming, concatenation is another word for “gluing” or “merging”

data types together. The best way to demonstrate this concept is to try out

an example. Consider the R program below.

1 print(paste("Hello ", "World!"))

The two strings “Hello ” and “World!” were merged together, then

printed. This equivalent to the simple program that we have seen earlier.

We can concatenate strings and numbers together as shown below.

1 print( paste("My favorite number is ", (40 + 2), "! Thanks!") )

The paste function concatenates paste(something1, something2, .., somethingn)

all arguments passed to it into a string. The program above will output the

following:

1 My favorite number is 42!! Thanks!

The paste function merges everything passed to it and always returns

a string.
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Remember this

We can concatenate any number of objects together using the paste

function.

I Run DataJoy Example for Concatenation of Strings and Numbers

Functions in R

So far, we have seen two functions in R. The paste function and the print

function. There are several other functions in the R language that we will

be looking at. In general, a function can be described as:

function(argument1, argument2, argument3, ...)

A function in R is exactly the same as a mathematical function like

f(x). We take some value x, process it, then return another value. Notice

in the previous examples, we passed some arguments to the paste function,

we used its output and passed it into the print function.

Remember this

Functions are procedures that take input and process the input to

perform some actions and return an output.
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4 Assigning Variables in R

Say that I had a program that printed out instructions regarding my pro-

gram.

1 print("This is my R Program called Petting Zoo Analysis")

2 print("The Petting Zoo Analysis program requires data in this folder")

3 print("Petting Zoo Analysis was created by Steven")

4 print("Petting Zoo Analysis is copyrighted by my Research Lab")

Notice how the instructions use the term “Petting Zoo Analysis” fre-

quently. What would happen if I changed the name of my program? I

would have to change each of those occurrences in my program. This is

mildly annoying.

Instead, we can assign a variable called program name. This will hold

the text denoting the name of the program.

1 program_name = "Petting Zoo Analysis"

2 print(paste("This is my R Program called ", program_name))

3 print(paste("The ",program_name," program requires data in this folder"))

4 print(paste(program_name, " was created by Steven"))

5 print(paste(program_name, " is copyrighted by my Research Lab"))
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Whenever we change to change the name of the program, all we need

to do is change one line specifying the variable assignment. In general, we

can name our variables anything we want. We just need to specifsy the

variables in the following format.

1 Variable Name Goes Here = The Associated Value Goes Here

In R programming, a variable name cannot have any spaces and can

be only composed of letters, numbers, and the underscore symbol. You can

assign any value to a variable. As we have seen, variables are useful for

assigning values that you will be reusing. Most real–world program can

hundreds or thousands of variables defined.

Remember this

In R, a variable can be assigned using the “=” assignment operation.

Variables hold particular values. The left-side of the operation denotes

the variable name. The right-side of the operation denotes the value of

the variable.

Variables are useful for reusing certain values, so we don’t have to

re-write the entire program every time we make a change.

We can include variable names in variables assignments themselves as

follows:
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1 first_name = "Steven"

2 last_name = "Brooks"

3 author = first_name + " " + last_name

4 print(program_name + " was created by " + author)

Note that to separate the first name and last name, we include the

space.

I Run DataJoy Example for Variable Assignment

5 Making Decisions with If statements

Programs are dynamic and adapt to input given by users.

print_instructions = 0

if print_instructions==0{

}

if (print_instructions==1){

print("Welcome to the program!")

}

The above program will not run the second block, since printinstructions

does not equal to 1. Checking for equality is denoted with two equal signs
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”==”. Why not just a single equals sign? Recall that R already uses ”=”

for the assignment operation. Using a double equals ensures that R does

not get confused with the assignment operator and checking for equality.

There are several other tests we can make using if statements. These

are shown in the table below.

Description Syntax

Equality ==
Less than <

Greater than >
Greater than or Equal To >=

Less than or Equal To <=

Remember this

If statements control the flow of a program. This allows you to change

how your program reacts to certain variables.

Nested If Statements

You can also make a chain of if statements for representing complicated logic

sequences. The example below demonstrates how we can nest if statements

within each other.

print_instructions = 0

complex_instructions = 1

english = 1
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if print_instructions==0{

if (complex_instructions==1){

print("Complex Instructions:")

if (english==1){

print("Hello! Please press play.")

}else{

print("Bonjour! Poussez la jou boutton.")

}

}else{

print("The simple instruction is to read the manual.")

}

}else{

print("No instructions are going to be printed!")

}

6 Comments

When you want to distribute your programs to your colleagues, you should

explain what each segment does. What happens when we run the program

below?
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1 This will print the instructions

2 if (print_instructions==0){

3 ...

4 }

We will get an error when we run this particular program. The R

compiler will see that first line and try to run it, but, that isn’t valid R

code!

Figure 2: R is trying to run that line literally. All I wanted to do was make
a note to make my code easier to understand. How do we tell R that it isn’t
code?

Comments are a way of making notes in our programs. Using the

”hashtag” symbol denoted by #, we can write anything we want and none

of it will be run.

1 # Assign all our variables

2 print_instructions = 0
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3 print_copyright_information = 1

4

5 # This will print the instructions if the user wants it

6 if (print_instructions==0){

7 print("Instructions not requested")

8 }

9 if (print_instructions==1){

10 print("Welcome to the program!")

11 print("Please specify your data sets beforehand")

12 }

13

14 # This will print the copyright information of this program if the user wants it

15 if (print_copyright_information==1){

16 print("Copyrighted to Brooks Research Lab")

17 }

We can write in clear English what each code section denotes. This

can help elaborate on details of your program or complicated bits of code.

Remember this

Comments in R are denoted by the # symbol. Everything after the

hashtag will not be run by the interpreter. This is a way of writing notes
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or explaining certain parts of a program.
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